
WE PLAY 
WE LEARN 

WE ACHIEVE
WE ARE THE EAST VALLEY’S TOP  RATED,  

AWARD-WINNING PRESCHOOL PROGRAM !
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN  
PREMIER LEARNING ACADEMY.  

WE WELCOME YOU TO OUR SECOND HOME!

With award-winning academics and prized unique 
curriculum, we are the top preschool in the East 

Valley. Your first-rate experience at our preschool 
ensures an unmatched extraordinary reputation 

as the best, safest and most notable academy for 
future leaders.
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OUR PASSION 

Love and appreciation for our 
families is unconditional and 
safety is first and foremost. 

You will be greeted with 
welcoming hugs and big 

smiles by everyone on our 
team – everyday, rain  

or shine! 

YOUR STANDARDS 

We are committed to 
maintaining the highest 

standards in operations and 
principles. Through honesty, 
transparency and extensive 
communication we deliver 

excellence in achieving your 
expectations. 

THEIR FUTURE

Social learning and fostering 
independence empower 

children to develop strong 
character and build a lasting 
confidence. Laying a strong 

academic foundation, we take 
pride in a unique curriculum 
to construct the educational 

building blocks of their future.
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OUR CORE VALUES

“It is not what you do for your children, but what you have taught them 
to do for themselves that will make them successful human beings.” 

~ Ann Landers



MS. TASHA MS. JULESMS. KELSEY MS. MCKENNA

MS. JANET MS. TORIMS. ESTHER

Teachers are the beating heart of our school. 

We are proud to introduce 
the hardest working, most 
fabulous team of shining 
stars in the East Valley.  
Our family of passionate  
educators will quickly  
become a second family to 
you and your loved ones!

Look, it’s simple. We support,  
train, provide every resource 
and truly create a wonderful  
workplace. The result? 
Teachers who focus on 
bringing their talents and 
passion fully into the  
classroom every single day.

And that’s what we do here 
at Premier Learning Academy.  
We enable teachers to do 
their very best. That’s 
why we have the lowest 
turnover rate in Arizona!

WE LOVE OUR TEACHER FAMILY

MS. AMANDA MS. DOMINIQUE MS. CHANTELLE MS. DANIELLE

MS. CAMILLA 
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STAFF CONSISTENCY IS THE CORNERSTONE OF OUR PROGRAM



Looking for a preschool to trust 1000%? You found it! 
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OUR LEADERSHIP

Because we know that after you have visited 
others, you will instantly feel the difference 
when you walk through our doors! Our amazing  
enthusiasm and positive energy are infectious.  
We are always present for you rather than 
distance ourselves behind an office door. 
We are and always have been moms first 

Why would we ask you to visit other schools before making your choice? 

while directing our preschool. We do 
not ‘run a business’ but inspire teachers 
and guide families to raise future leaders. 
We are humble. We are loving. We are 
caring. We are teachers first and foremost. 
We are here for your children. We are 
here for you.

We always ask parents to shop around and trust 
their gut when searching for the perfect preschool. 

STACY HOPKINS 

MOM @ PLA 
Since 2009

TEACHER @ PLA 
2010-2014

DIRECTOR @ PLA 
2014-forever

Stacy Hopkins



After teaching at both Elementary and High schools in Canada  
for many years, we chose to move to beautiful Arizona and 
realize our dream of opening an award-winning preschool! 
Our vision of providing an academy of excellence and a loving 
second family of amazing teachers has now turned into an 
honorable East Valley establishment for little kiddos.Inspiring 
our community to strive for superior academics and cultivating 
the importance of social emotional development in children 
is our driving force. Join us in our mission to foster self-con-
fidence and encourage future generations to reach their 
highest potential, so that every little soul we enroll today 
graduates a leading force of tomorrow! 

THE SISTER OWNERS
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PREMIER LEARNING ACADEMY IS 

OUR VISION.
OUR PASSION.

OUR CALLING.

Leora Solomon 
TEACHER 1995-FOREVER 

Mom since 2006...

Elana Hillel
TEACHER 2002-FOREVER

Mom since 2000..
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WHAT SETS P.L.A. APART FROM THE REST? 

What We Stand By

FAMILY OWNED, OPERATED AND FELT
When you enter our doors, you enter 

 our welcoming warm family 
atmosphere. You will instantly feel  

the ‘hunch’ to want to stay and 
hang out at our second home!

HAPPINESS IS OUR KEY TO WINNING EVERY DAY 
Simply put, daily hugs and big smiles  

turn our preschool into our happy 
 place. Regardless of what happen in  

the outside world, we are awesome at  
leaving the negativity right there -  

yes, outside!

OUR TEACHERS LOVE COMING TO WORK
Premier Learning Academy  

educators feel supported and loved. 
 According to us, they are the most 

 appreciated human beings on earth!   

OUR FAMILIES STAY FOR YEARS
We have never lost a family due to  

a bad experience or terrible service  
– like ever!

WE ACTUALLY TEACH!  
We have a formula for kindergarten readiness. 

How We Run Things

WE LEARN HARD BUT PLAY EVEN HARDER! 
Kids are obsessed with our  
super fun expansive shaded  
playgrounds, artificial turf fall  
zones and indoor - yes we said 
indoor play gym.

CLEANLINESS IS NON-NEGOTIABLE 
BECAUSE YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION IS 
THE ONLY IMPRESSION
We dare you to find a cleaner, better  
smelling preschool than ours! We  
professionally sanitize multiple times  
a week and it shows. 

OPEN-DOOR POLICY; ASK US ANYTHING!
We take pride in our extraordinary 
way to always make parents feel 
comfortable in approaching us 
whether good or bad for anything 
they need. 

WE SHARE INFORMATION 
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE.
Consistent daily communication 
through our Brightwheel app allows 
efficient communication between 
teachers, directors and parents  
interconnected as a team.

SAFETY IS PRIORITY!
We offer easy and secure check-in 
and check-out. Procare is an excellent 
software that easily tracks attendance, 
tuition and ensures that only your 
security code is able to sign your 
child in and out every day. Prized Curriculum 

+ Lower Ratios For Individualized Learning

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE!



OUR FACILITY IS TRULY ONE OF A KIND!
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We truly believe that healthy brains go hand in hand with  
active bodies. Practicing yoga and reflection is a part of our 
curriculum once a day, everyday!
Our little ones subconsciously feel stress as they observe families living in a hurry-up world. We 
slow down modern life’s busy, busy, go, go, go with Brain Breaks. Dedicated to help increase their 
inner calm, we introduce them to the magic of mindfulness.

Yoga helps teach our kiddos techniques for relaxation, so that they have tools to navigate 
challenges with more ease. The enormous benefits of our daily Brain Breaks are extraordinary! 
Enhancing flexibility, core strength, coordination and body awareness is key. Our unique curriculum 
implements “Mindful Moments” that exercise concentration and promote stillness to connect with the 
inner self. Developing this crucial social-emotional bond to the natural world which surrounds them, is 
our true success!

MINDFULNESS YOGA & BRAIN BREAKS  
MAKE US AWESOME. 
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The mind is a muscle. The more you exercise it,  
the stronger it gets, and the more it expands. 

~ Idowu Koyenikan



Summer time is crunch time at our place!

Through a unique partnership with Chandler Traditional Academy’s Kindergarten teachers, we are 
excited to announce our annual Kinder Crunch Academy! 

Every summer during the months of June and July, kindergarten teachers from CTA’s  
Independence campus join our Pre-Kindergarten classrooms for a special program. Alongside  
our teachers, CUSD’s educators offer a “what to expect in Kindergarten” to our graduating class 
before they head upwards and onwards!

Parents rave about Kinder Crunch and always thank us year after year for the amazing confidence 
boost that their children experienced during their graduating summer session with us. 

KINDERGARTEN READINESS
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KINDER KINDER 
CRUNCHCRUNCH



We never stop working to please our families. 
That’s how we’ve stayed #1 all these years.  
Our biggest compliment is the multitude of praises from countless of families since 2009. 

YES, WE ARE BLUSHING
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BALANCED CURRICULUM THROUGH PLAY & 
DISCOVERY IS THE CORNERSTONE FOR TODDLER 
AND PRESCHOOL SUCCESS  
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Toddler Program (2s)

LOOK AT ME, I CAN DO IT BY MYSELF
Teachers encourage our toddlers to become more independent with lots of patience, reassurance  
and support! Our feisty 2s are given the tools needed to perfect their practical skills while building 
fine motor skills through art and sensory fun.
 

LET’S USE OUR WORDS
We build confidence in using our words through good morning greetings, circle time discussion  
and small group play to perfect the practice of daily dialogue and musical joy.

GOODBYE PULL-UPS, HELLO PRESCHOOL UNDIES
Our dream team is composed of the child, the school and parents, to effectively master this critical 
potty training age. Patience and positivity help ease the incredible pressure and relieve any stress 
that trickles down to the child. Seminars involve and educate our parents as well as encourage them 
through the challenges. Understanding teachers implement daily songs with fun rewards as keys to 
achieving potty success.



Preschool Program (3s)

PRACTICAL LIFE & SOCIAL SKILLS ENCOURAGE SELF ESTEEM
Focusing on clean up, forming a line up and tucking chairs in, teaches a respect for our shared 
space and introduces the importance of organization and cleanliness. Positivity, patience and 
praise help create a warm and safe space to build a strong sense of purpose. 

EVEN SHAKESPEARE STARTED WITH ABC & SQUIGGLY LINES
Teachers help master the crucial pre-reading stage by recognizing letters and identifying sounds 
through concrete phonological awareness. We introduce reading as systematic learning of simple 
phonetics that eventually lead to more complex sounds – or complete words. Combinations of 
sensory activities become fun daily practice for early writing of letters and numbers.

SEEDING THE LOVE FOR SCIENCE & MATH
Recognizing and comprehending numbers 1 through 30 is accomplished through engaging  
activities that inspire mathematical and scientific concepts. We build geometric shapes, sort  
and sequence through arts, as well as use music and song to teach patterns through repetition. 
Teachers excite curiosities through experiments that ignite the senses to teach about the human 
body, animals and our earth.
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WE MASTER THE SKILLS, KNOWLEDGE AND  
TOOLS YOUR PRESCHOOLER IS GOING TO  
NEED TO CRUSH IT IN KINDERGARTEN AND  
THE WORLD BEYOND IT! 
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Pre-Kindergarten Program (4s-5s)

MASTERING LITERACY THROUGH GUIDED READING & WRITING
Focusing on Kindergarten readiness, we are dedicated to building pre-writing and pre-reading skills. 
Our prized curriculum is phonics-based to help guide fluency and reading comprehension skills 
through small group learning. Gradually, early learners successfully read sight words and word 
families before Kindergarten.

FUTURE MATHEMATICIANS & SCIENTISTS
Here we begin the exploratory journey into Math and the Sciences! We strive to excel by teaching 
numbers 1 to 100 and basic algebraic operations using music and repetition. Eager learners get the 
exciting chance to begin counting by 2s, 5s, and 10s, geometric concepts of shapes and patterns, 
graphing, sorting and sequencing. Exciting curiosities through inquiry and experiments is key to our 
program. Critical skills focus on classifying toys, estimating and measuring fun things, discovering 
the basic human body and our senses, as well as the importance of nutrition. Loving our Earth and 
keeping it clean, exploring space and the all-inclusive animal kingdom of reptiles, insects, mammals 
and dinosaurs is always a hit.

ESTEEM & CONFIDENCE IS THE CORNERSTONE OF EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Kinder-readiness is rooted in strong self-esteem and independence. We therefore place great 
emphasis on having our little ones master different emotions and resolving various conflicts on 
their own through reflection. Focusing on social emotional issues such as anxiety and discovering 
strengths and weaknesses, students begin to notice the beautiful differences between themselves 
and their peers. We take pride in prioritizing their formation of a healthy powerful sense of self that 
is critical to fully prepare for the big changes in Kindergarten. 
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School Age Program (K-6th grade)

With you for years, from 2s to the teens… We are the ‘premier’ choice for your before and after 
school needs!

CURBSIDE DROP OFF & PICK UP HELPS YOU BEAT THE TRAFFIC.
Forget the long waits, we will drop off your kiddos by 8:15am and meet them at the curb when the 
bell rings after school! The morning and afternoon drive to work is already stressul. So will gladly 
take it off your plate.

THEY’LL HAVE HOMEWORK FINISHED WHEN YOU PICK THEM UP!
We take pride in being the only program that provides small ratio homework help. We offer Dibels 
practice, supervise math minutes and time their daily reading assignments. All you have to worry 
about on the way home is what’s for dinner!

WHERE WE GO & HOW WE GET THERE
Our busses are insured and licensed by the State of Arizona as 13-passenger transportation vans. 
Only facility directors have access to the vans and drive them. The designated schools we  
transport to vary according to demand every school year. Our preferred CUSD elementary schools  
include Jane Dee Hull, Fulton, Carlson, Ryan, Navarette and CTA independence.  

BEFORE & AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM
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Stop by. Check us out. Have your little one stay for a day… 
Let your child discover us in our true form and have THEM 
make the choice!

WE WELCOME YOU TO VISIT OUR ACADEMY FOR A TOUR AND 

LET US WOW YOU!
Once you decide that we are indeed the best academy for your family, take us up on a complimentary 
morning to meet new friends and teachers. Discovery days are a wonderful experience that we 
offer our families free of charge as a fun trial run to see how your child will do. 

DISCOVERY DAYS
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Disclaimer: Your child will not want to leave! Children cry when parents pick them  
up to go home. We can not guarantee they will leave our facility without a fight.



WORDS WE LIVE BY:

“IT IS EASIER TO BUILD STRONG CHILDREN 
THAN TO REPAIR A BROKEN WORLD.”

~ FREDERICK DOUGLAS

 plapreschool.com  940 E Riggs Rd.Chandler, AZ 85249  480.237.9790  Myplapreschool@gmail.com




